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To all .whom ¿t may concern.:
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marginal frame 13 and connected near their

Be it knownw that I', Virus A. Bom, a lower portions by a similar rectangular tie
citizen of the United States, resldlng at frame 14. The marginal frame 13 rigidly

\ .Minnea-polis, in the county of Hennepin and supports a transverse main feed table 15 and
State of Minnesota, have invented certain a supplemental feed table 16, which tables
new and useful Improvements in Paper are separated longitudinally of the machine
Folding -Machines; and I de hereby declare to afford a gap through which» are exposed
the following to be a full, clear, and exact co-o eratingfeed yrollers 17 and 18, 'see par
description _of the invention, such vas wlll ticu arly Figs. 4 and 5. The shafts of said
10 enable others >skilled in’ the art to which it feed rollers 17 and 18 are journaled in suit
appertains to make and use the same.

My present invention relates generally to
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able bearings in the sides of the marginal
frame~ l13 and are connected to run in reverse

sheet or paper-folding machines but is es >directions by intermeshing Ígears 19, 89, 90
pecially adapted for use in folding letters or and 91.' The bearings for the roller 18 are 70

similar sheets` into condition to be placed stationary, whileqthe bearings 20 for the
in envelopes.

20

'
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-

roller 17 are mounted to slide in said frame

-Gene-rally stated, the objects of the inven 13 toward'and from the roller 18 and are
tion are high capacity, eíiiciency and Arelia pressed ltoward the latter by leaf springs 21
bility combined with adjustability for a va’ anchored to said frame 13. The- roller 18
riety, of different sheet-folding actions, and does not directly engage with the ‘roller 17,

75

the production of such- machine at reasons but laterally spacedfeed belts 22, preferably .
ablylow cost.

'

V , ¿ of -heavy - flexible rubber or possibly of

Generally stated, the invention consists of leather or the like, are arranged to run over

25

the novel devices and combinations herein said roller 18 and over arear guide roller
after described and defined in the claims.
23, the shaft of which latter? is journaled in
‘In the> accompanying drawings, wherein bearings 24, which, as shown, are mounted
like characters indicate like parts through in open seats in the sides of .said vertical
-out the several views, I have illustrated a frame 13 and, hence, are vertically remov
commercial formI of theimproved machine. able with the roller 23. 'These belts -22 have
Referring to the drawings:
' Y
a circumference materially greater than that
Fig. 1 is a front elevatibn of the/machine > of the roller 17. Located between the feed
with some parts _broken away;
Y
belts 22I are table bars 25, which, at their
Fig. 2> is aV fragmentaryview with some rear ends, are pivotally connected to the
parts broken away and some parts inver free ends of arms 26,v wh1ch, in turn, are con

35 tical section on-l the 1ine'2-2 of Fi . 1;

80

90

_ nected at their~front ends, by pivots 27, to y

VFig- 3 isa fragmentary‘plan view with the sides of ythe frame 13. The extreme

some partspsectioned on the' horizontal line front ends of these' bars 25 4are slightly
`
' A
curved and rest on the roller 18 and, rear
Fig. 4 is a' vertical sect-ion taken from ward-of said curved ends, said bars areY pro
front to rear oft-he machine _approximately videdßwith depending> studs or lugs 28, for
on the line 4_4 of Fig. 1;
.
a purpose which will hereinafter appear.
Fig. 5 is a. plan -view of th‘e machine;
Adjustably mounted on the supplemental
Fig. 6 is an enlarged horizontal section feed table 1_6 is an up _' ht stop plate or
3-3 yof Fig. 1; '-

taken onthe line 6_6 of Fig. 4;
45

.
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flange 29, the base 29* of 'which is slidably'

100

Fig.. 7 is a 'perspective showing the for - mounted ‘,gnd frictionally held in a dove

ing plate, its foldlng ñanges and'co-operat tailed groove 16a formed, in said supple

ing sheet-pressing devices operatively as mentalA vtable 16. vUpstanding laterally

‘
50

sembled in respect to each other but removed spaced parallel gage plates or flanges 30
y'from the machine; and
l
are adjustably mounted on the main table

Figs. 8, 9,'10 and 11 are perspective yiews 15. As shown, the base portions 31 of the'.

105

illustrating the ,different ways in_ywhlch a gage plates 30 areslidably mounted on or

l'. sheet may be folded by the use 4of the ma in the main table 15 and arranged to be
frictionally held or set by coiled springs 32.
As illustrated, the framework 1n the ma These sprin s 3`2are placed around studs 33,
D:
en
chine.

_

.

chine Acomprises metallic leg posts 12 con-“ depending A om the bases 31', and are de
neet/ed at their upper `ends by a rectangular pressed between the main table 15 and ad

110
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justable nuts 34 applied to the lower ends same is shown being connected to a long
,
stud 57“ rigidly secured to a cross bar 58
The sheets y to be folded are arranged of the framework. The numeral 59 indi-v

of said studs.

in a stackand are placed with their front cates a Hat arm, which, at its upper end, `

ends abutting against the stop plate 29, with is loosely riveted to the bearing plate 57

70

the front portion of the lower sheets resting and is arranged to be adjusted by a set
on the supplemental table 16 and with the screw 60, (see Fig. 4). The lower end of
rear portion of the lower- sheet resting on the arm 59 is loosely riveted to the lower

the feed belts 22. For vertically adjusting end of a bar l61 to which is rigidly secured
10

the rear ends of the table bars 2_5, there is a rectangular thin sheetl metal forming 75
provided a transverse shaft 35 journaled in plate 62 that is held in an upright position
the frame 13 and provided with eccentrics against or immediately adjacent to the
35a that engage the under intermediate por-` downwardly moving vertical face of the con-f
tions of the bar-supporting arms 26.
veyor belt 42 and is approximately co-eX
For holding the shaft 35 in its different tensive with the vertical portion of the lat
'
adjustments; 1t is provided at one end with` ter.
a ratchet wheel 36 that is engaged by a re

As will presently be noted, the sheet, after

taining dog 36a pivoted to one side of the receiving its'first fold, will be fed down
frame 13 and, at the same end, said'shaft ward between the conveyor belt 42 and
20

forming plate 62. To assist in guiding this
sheet between the said parts and for press
Mounted within the framework and ex mg the same against the upper portion of
tended vertically downward below the feed the belt, upper and lowery pairs of anti
is shown as provided with a knurled operat

ing knob 37, see Fig. 5. .

85

-

rollers 17 and 18 is a supplemental frame friction`- rolls 63 and 64 are provided. These

25

38 made up o'f laterally~ spaced parallel side
plates and suitable cross ties. In the upper
portion of this supplemental frame 38 is
journaled a transverse driving shaft 39 that

rolls are loosely journaled, respectively, onl 90
upper and lower spindles 65, the ends of
which are held loosely between outturned
flanges 66 of the forming plate 62. To
may be driven either by hand or machine hold _the shafts 65 against movements in
30 lpower and which, as shown, is provided with al1 dlrections except toward and from the 95
an operating crank 40. Between the side conveyor belt, said shafts are provided with
plates ofthe frame 38, the shaft 39 is pro small outstanding pins 67 that project
vide-:l with a bifurcated pulley 41 over which through diametric perforations in a short
runs- a bifurca'ted vertically disposed con vertically extended equalizing bar 68, thev
‘ veyor belt 42 of rubber, leatherîor other suit ends of which press against said shafts 65. 100
\ able material, but preferably of the former The bar 61is also provided with a rigidly
' material. The lower portion of the belt 42 secured stud 69 that is passed freely through
runs over a lower bifurcated Vpulley 43 car a perforatmn in the equalizing bar 68 and,

. lried by aA transverse, shaft 44 also journaled as shown, is also
40

assed through a large
in the side plates of the frame 38. The opening in the bearlng bar 57. At its outer
driving' shaft 39 is- lprovided -with cam end, the stud 69 has a nut 69a between which
wheels 45that operate on the lower ends of and the vcentral portion of the »equalizing
the` studs 28 that depend from the front bar 68 a coiled spring 70 is compressed.

’ ends of the table bars 25, see F ig. 4.

105

Said This spring 70 exerts a pressure toward the

shaft also carries a driving sprocket 46, (see conveyor belt which is equalized between the
Fig. 1), over'which runs a driving sprocket upper and lower `rollers 63 and 64 and

110

chain 47.. The sprocket chain 47 also runs causes said rollers to press the paper sheet

under a sprocket _48 carried by the lower withcqual tension against the feed belt.
shaft 44 and under a smaller sprocket 49 By reference to Fig. 1, it will be noted’ that
50 carried by a' shaft 50- of`one of two co the forming plate 62 is cut away to afford 115

operating sheet-pulling rollers 51---52.y The clearance for the rollers 63 and 64. By
'roller 52fis preferably spring-pressed- to reference to Fig. 4, it will be notedv that
.ward the roller 5l. vThe roller shaft 50 the` formin plate 62, fromits upperl portion
also, at the end opposite to the sprocket 49,` toa point elow the lower presser rolls 64,

55 carries- aspur gear 53 that meshes with a

slightly smaller vspur gear 54 on the shaft`
of the roller 52. AThe numeral 55 indicates
a slacketake-up‘f‘roller supported by an arm
56 from the frame 38 and serving to take
up the slack, if any, in the conveyor
'

belt 42.

.Y The numeral 57 indicates a bearing plate

vis offset slightly away from the conveyor
belt l42 so that the downwardly fed papel'
sheet will not be pressed by said forming
plate until it has passed below said rollers.
In connection with the forming plate 62
located one along each edge thereof, I pro
vide a pair of reverse cam-acting approxi

mately spiral folding flanges 72 -and 73.

12o

'rigidly supported in respectr to the main The rear edges of these folding flanges are
framework and in respect to the supple formed integral with or otherwise rigidly
mental frame 38 in any suitable way, the secured to upright anchor bars 74 that are 130.

'

reemoe

8

'rigidly secured to the supplemental frame and 52, are received hy a packing device,
38, as shown, by cross bars 75. These anchor which involves novel features and is pref
bars y74 are properly' spaced from‘the ad erably constructed as follows, (see Figs. l,
jacent edges of the forming plate 62 so that 2, 3 and 4): The numeral 92 indicates a
the sheet y may be folded around the edges rectangular trough, preferably of sheet
of the latter. At their upper portions, the metal, open at both ends and supported from

flanges 72and 73 extend in opposite direc the lower portion of the main framework by
tions outward from the adjacent edges of a cross bar 93 or other suitable means. At
the forming plate 62, but both of these the receiving end of the trough 92 is a plu
flanges 72 and 73 are gradually bent on a

rality of vertically movable packer belts,

spiral line until their lower portions are as shown three in number, the central belt
brought inward close to but slightly spaced 94 having a corrugated outer surface and the
from the outer face of said plate 62. It outside packing belts 95 and 96 being smooth.
is important to note that the forming flange Preferably, all of the said belts are some
72 has a 'somewhat slower bend than the what elastic rubber belts and are arranged
forming ñange 73, and extends further down to run over upper pulleys 97 and lower pul

80

than the latter, for an important purpose leys 98 carried, respectively, by shafts 99
which will presently appear. As the folded and 100. Preferably, said shafts are mount
sheet passes below the forming flange 73, it is cd in bearings seated in open notches formed
engaged by a ressure roll 76, and as it in the side -plates of the Supplemental frame

passes a little fiirther down and below the 38, said bearings being held in position by

spiral portion of the forming flange 72, 1t the elasticity of the said belts. The down
is engaged by a presser roll 77. The presser wardly moving working portions of the belts
roll 76 1s carried by a shaft 78 journaled 1n 94 and 95 run on vertical lines, but the down

a bearing sleeve 79 and provided at its outer wardly moving portion of the belt 96 is

UU

_end with a sprocket 80. The presser roll caused to bulge rearwardly by a guide roll
77 is carried by a shaft 81 journaled in a 101 journaled to the end of a bracket 102

bearing sleeve 82 and provided at its outer that is adjustably secured to the adjacent

end with a sprocket 83. rllhe bearing sleeves side of the frame 38 by a bolt and slot con
l 79 and 82 are' independently pivoted to lugs nection 103. The important function per
84 rigidly secured to one side plate of the formed by this offset belt 90 will be con
supplemental frame 38.

_

sidered ir the description of the operation.

To cause the rolls 76 and 77 to yieldingly
The numeral 104 indicates a frictionally
press the folded flaps of the sheet y against held follower against which the folded sheets
l the back or outer face of the forming plate are packed within the receiving trough 92.
62, the respective bearing sleeves-7 9 and 82v The shaft 99 of the packer belt driving roller

lUb'

are shown as adjustably connected to short 97 is provided at one end with a spur gear

screw bolts 85 equipped with tension-adjust 105 driven from the gear 53 through inter
ing nuts 86l and connected to co-„operatmg mediate gears 106, see Figs. 1 and 2. The
springs 87 suitably anchored to the supple gear 105 is slightly smaller than the gear 53.
mental frame 38, (see particularly Figs. Ñ4
Upcmtz'on.
and 0). 'll‘he numeral S8 indicates idle

guide rolls journaled to the supplemental

_ rl`he use and operation of the machine

frame 38 and engageable with the inner above described are as follows:
surface of the downwardly moving operaThe paper sheets may be folded in various
‘tive portion of the feed conveyor 42 to h_old different ways, as shown, for example, in

H0

the same to its work on a true vertical line. Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11.

To feld sheets as
Here it should be noted that the driving illustrated in TEig. 8, the machine is adjusted
sprocket chain or link belt 47 runs in c_on Substantially as shown in the drawings, by
tact with the sprockets 80 and 83, which, reference to which it will be noted that' the "î C.
respectively, drive the presser rolls 76 and adjustment of the stop plate 29 is such that
77, and thus said presser rolls are driven the sheets 1?/ on the feed table project fur
in a proper direction to cooperate 1n the _ther to the left than toward the right of
Sheet-folding action. ln Fig. 4, 4the char the passage between the cooperating feed
acter a. indicates a weighted plate placed rollers 17 and 18 and that the gage flanges 30 il@
loosely on top of the stack of sheets y.
are adjusted equi-distant. on opposite sides
lu the arrangen'ient illustrated, the feed of the transverse center of the said feed rollv
belts
and feed rollers 17 and 18 are driven ers. The. sheets being thus positioned and
from the driving shaft 39 through a spur the machine being started into action, the
gear 89 on said shaft, an intermediate gear table bars 25 will be vertically ‘adjusted so
t.

60

90 journaledl to the frame 13 and a spur that the feed belts 22 will have the proper

Vpinion 91 carried by the shaft of the frictional feeding action on the bottom sheet.
roller v18..
~
~
The rubber feed belts 22, running in one di
'l‘he folded sheets "/1 delivered to and dis rection, andthe rubber-faced feed roller 17,'v
charged downwardly between the rollers 51 running, in the opposite direction, will cause 130
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the bottom sheet to buckle and to be doubled the said flaps will be brought down into'
or folded together and fed vertically down proper parallel relation to the body of the
rl‘he transverse line on which the folded sheet. rll‘hus, the sheet is folded as
sheet will be folded will, of course, depend shown _in Fig. 8. The sheet thus folded is
on the adjustment of the stop plate 29, but then fed between the presser rolls 51 and 70

ward.

said folding line will always be vertically 52 and its folds are thereby -tightly pressed
above the line of contact between said feed and well _defined so that the sheet will not
belts and feed roller. As the belts 22 have tend to unfold. From said presser rolls,
materially greater frictional contact with the the folded sheet will be fed downward and
lU

respective paper sheet than the roller 17, said will be caught by the 'packer belts 94, 95 75
sheet will be held against the stop plate 29 and 96, and will be offset slightly rearward
so that the sheet will be folded at the proper . and packed in the receiving trough, as
lace.

‘

shown :in Fig. 4.

`

It is not desirable that any pressure be
p The adjustment of the feed belt 22 should
be such that it will contact with the lower exerted by the upper portion of the form
sheet ’y only in the vicinity of its innermost ing plate 62 against the conveyor belts, but,
portion or in the vicinity of the studs 28. on the contrary, should be adjusted so that

80

Fig. 4 shows the table bars 25 lowered so that the sheet y/ can freely enter between the two.
the feed belt 22 is then acting on the lower This adjustment may be. taken care of by

' sheet and >has started the buckling action thel adjustiner screw 71, which limits the 85

thereof. Under rotation of the bifurcated
pulley 41V in a clockwise direction indicated
by the arrow in Fig. 4, the cams 45, acting
on the studs 28, will lift the inner ends of
the table bars 25 immediately after the
buckled sheet has been caught between the
feed roller 17 and belts 22 and thus the

separation of the upper end of said plate
from said conveyor rollers.

he spring 70

exerts a force which keeps the presser rolls

63 and 64 against the sheet and its reacting
force tends to keep the upper end of the
forming plate 62 away from the sheet and
against the stop or adjusting screw 71. The
tendency of the feed belts to act on the sec arm 59 has a spring action so that, by ad
ond sheet from the bottom, before the proper justments of the screw 60, the pressure of

30

90

time for the feeding thereof, is prevented. the lower portion of the forming plate 62
The buckled sheet will be fed directly against the sheet may be properly set. As
downward and delivered between the down already noted, the tension of the combined

' wardly moving portions of the conveyor
belts v42 on the one side and the forming
35 plate 62 and presser rolls 63 and 64 on the
other side.

presser and accelerating rolls 76 and 77 may
be varied by adjustments of the tension of
the "springs 87. By these several adjust

95
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ments, the action of the machine may be
rl‘he downwardly fed sheet will be wider so regulated that the most efficient kind of

than the forming plate 62 and, with the a folding action can be obtained.

adjustment above noted, will project evenly
on opposite sides thereof and theseproject
ing fiaps or portions of the sheet, as the
sheet is moved downward, will be acted
upon by the folding flanges 72“ and 7 3 and

The driving of the lpresser roller 52
slightly faster than the presser roller 51_
causes the former roller also to act as an

accelerating roller to cooperate with the
rolls 76 and 77 to insure the delivery of the

will be 'turned over against the front or folded sheets to the packer with their flaps
outer face of said forming plate. However, folded perfectly flat down and in parallel
.
the spiral folding ilange73 will act ahead relation to the body of the sheet.

110

of the spiral folding flange 72, so that the ‘ Figs. -9 shows a> sheet folded on a line
one íiap lof the sheet will be folded inward very frequently employed by gas companies
ahead of the other and the latter will be and various otherconcerns in folding their
folded on top o-f the first folded flap. This statements. rl‘his type of folding requires
folding of the two flaps will take place be that the sheet be fed downward between
fore the sheethas reached the presser or the feed roller 17 and‘feed belts 22, as above

'accelerating rolls 76 and 77. In practice, described, but it requires that the sheet thus
l have found that in the above noted fold primarily folded, in being moved down
ing action, there is a tendency of the turned~ ward by the conveyor belts 42 and against
over fiaps of the sheet to- be bent slightly the forming plate 62, be turned over at one
backward in respect to the direction of side only. This operation will'be accom
60

movement'of the sheet, this being due to
the retardirg action produced by the fric
tional contact with the folding flanges. To
correct this, the rolls 76 and 77, in addi

120

plished by the machine when the gage
bars 3() are so adjusted that one edge of
the paper sheet> will be in a vertical plane 125

aligned with one edge of the 'forming plate

tion to their pressing function, are used as 62, so that when the sheet is fed downward
accelerators and, for that reason, are given against the forming plate, the spiral fold
65

a higher peripheral speed than the travel ing flange on one side only will operate
ing speed of the conveyor belts 42, so that to turn over a flap of the sheet. Otherwise

130

than noted, the operation in folding, as the same between the belt and said other

shown in Fig. 9, will be as already above roller, which belt and other roller are ar
and fully described, with the further im ranged to produce a primary folding of said

portant exception that for the packing of lowermost sheet and remove the same from
these sheets thus folded, the belt 96, by the stack.
.
means of the roll 101, should be offset, as

70

3. In a folding machine, means for hold

shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 4. This offsetting ing a stack of sheets, adjacent reversely

of said belt, (see particularly Fig. il),

. presses back the loose corner _1/2 of the fold
l0

25

driven rollers, a. belt running over one of'

said rollers and (fo-operating with the other
roller to buckle the intermediate portion of
the lower sheet and to produce a primary
folding of the same, said means including a
stop located beyond said rollers on the side
'thereof opposite to said belt for holding the

ing sheet'y/l, so that it will not project out
and catch the next delivered sheet.
Fig. 10 shows a sheet that has been passed
between the feed roller 17 and feed belts
22 without having been folded or buckled
thereby, but which has had its opposite sheets during their buckling movement by 80
edges turned over, one under the other, by the belt, and means for vertically adjustingA
the spiral folding flanges 7 For this type the outer portion of said belt to vary the
of folding, the gage bars 30 should be ad feeding action.
justed substantially as shown in Fig. 5, to
4. In a folding machine, means for hold
wit: equally on each side of the transverse ing a stack of sheets, adjacent reversely
center of the machine, but the stop plate ldriven rollers, a belt running over one of
29 should be turned around, in respect to said rollers and cooperating with the other
Fig. 4, and adjusted so far rearward that roller to buckle the intermediate portion of
it will stop the front ends of the sheets 3/ the lower sheet and to produce a primary
immediately over the contacting line be folding of the same, and means for intermit 99

tween the feed roller 17 and belts 22. .With tently'throwing said belt into and out of ac
such adjustment Aof the stop plate 29, the tion with a timed action in respect to the
front ends of the sheets, one after the other, folding action.
_
will be turned directly downward and fed
In
a
folding
machme,
means for hold
30 between said roller 17 and belts 22 without
ing a stack of sheets, adjacent reversely
\ being folded until the sheet comes in con driven rollers, a belt running over one of

tact> with the folding flanges.

The sheet shown in Fig. 11 is folded like
the sheet shown in Fig. S except that the
stop plate '29 had been so adjusted that the
sheets y would be buckled and folded by the
rollers 17 and belts 22 at the longitudinal
40

said rollers and co-operating with the other
roller to buckle the intermediate portion of
the lower sheet and to produce a primary
folding of the same, said means including a
stop located beyond said rollers on the side

thereof opposite to said belt for holding the

centers of said sheets.
sheets during their buckling movement by
From what has been said, it will be un the belt, a sheet-supporting strip engageable
derstood that this machine may be adjusted with the bottom sheet, and timed means for
in a great many diderent ways for folding intermittently raising and lowering said
letter heads, bills, statements or like paper strip to automatically throw said belt into
sheets in a large variety of different ways.
and out of feeding action.
What li claim is:
6. In a folding machine, means for hold
1. ln a folding machine, means for hold ing a stack of sheets, reversely driven roll- i

ing a stack of sheets, reversely acting revo
luble friction devices, and a stop located be
yond said friction devices for holding the
lowermost sheet, the friction device farthest

ers, a belt running over one of said rollers

and cooperating with the other roller to
buckle the intermediate portion of the lower
sheet and to produce a primary fold in the
from the stop having a circumference mate same, sheet-holding means receiving the pri
rially greater than that of the other friction marily folded sheet and operative to further

55
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device, whereby the respective portion of the fold the same, the said sheet-holding means
i lowermost sheet will be moved toward the being adjustable transversely of the line of
stop and thereby buckled at its intermediate feed movement to vary the folding action of
portion and fed between the friction devices. the secondary folding means.
2. ln a -folding machine, means for hold
7. ln a folding machine, means for hold
ing a stack of sheets, adjacent reversely ing a stack of sheets, reversely driven roll
driven rollers, and _a belt running over one
of said rollers and co-operating with the
other roller, said means including a stop lo
cated beyond saidrollers on the side thereof

ers, a belt running over one of said rollers

and cooperating with the other roller to
buckle the intermediate portion of the lower
sheet and to produce a primary »fold in the
opposite to said belt for holding the lower same,- means for receiving the primarily

-most sheet to cause the belt to move the rear folded sheet and operative to fold the same

portion thereof and thereby buckle the inter transversely of the primary fold, the said
mediate portion of said lower sheet and feed sheet-folding means being adjustable trans

6

i memos

. versely of the line of feed movement'to there

by vary the secondary folding action.
8. In a folding machine, means for hold

on the turned flap of the sheet and driven at

a peripheral speed greater than- the travel
of said conveyor` belt.

14. In a folding machine, the combina
tional feed devices operative on the inter tion with sheet-feeding means, of sheet-fold 70
mediate portion of the bottom sheet to buc ing means comprising a forming plate, a
kle and produce a primary fold in the same, cam-acting folding flange extended along .
-secondary folding means for receiving the one. edge of said forming plate, a conveyor
primarily folded sheet and operative to fold belt‘working adjacent to one face of said

ing a stack of sheets, reversely acting fric

the same transversely of its primary fold,
certain of said parts being adjustable trans
versely of the line of feed movement to vary
the action of the secondary folding means.
9. In a folding machine, the combination

10

forming plate, and co-operating presser rolls

Cl

receiving the folded sheet from the said

forming plate, the flap-engaging member of

said presser rolls boing driven faster than
the cooperating roll and at a speed exceed
with sheet-feeding means, of sheet-folding ing that of said conveyor belt.
15. rI‘he structure defined in claim 13 in
means comprising a forming plate along
which the sheets are fed, laterally spaced which a folding flange similar to that first
Spiral cam-acting folding flanges extending noted is located at the other side of said

20
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along the edges of said forming plate, one
folding flange being shorter than the other
and the shorter flange being arranged to
operate in advance of the longer flange, and
accelerating rollers positioned for engage
ment with the turned flaps of the sheets and
operative to accelerate the onward movement
thereof.

'

10. In a folding machine, the combina
‘ tion with sheet-feeding means, of sheet-fold

forming plate, the said two forming flanges

being arranged to operate one ahead of the
other.

-

1G. In a folding machine, the combination
with a forming plate and a conveyor belt

working along one face thereof, of a folding
flange adjacent to one edge of said forming
plate, driving connections for said feed belt
including a sprocket chain, a presser roll

engageable with the. folded flap, said presser

ing means comprising a forming plate 4along roll having a shaft to which it is secured, a
which the sheets’ are fed, laterally spaced bearing for said shaft mounted on a pivot, a
cam-acting folding flanges extended along sprocket on said shaft engageable with said
the edges of said forming plate, one folding sprocket chain, and a spring operative on
- flange being shorter than the other and the said bearing to press ‘said presser roll against
shorter flange being arranged to operate in the flap of the folded sheet.
17. The structure defined in claim 16 in
35 advance' of the longer flange, a frictional
conveyor belt working adjacent to the back which said sprocket chain and sprocket are
of said forming plate and operative to con so related that said presser roll will be

30

vey the sheets, and accelerating rollers posi

40

45

50
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driven at a peripheral speed greater than

tioned for engagement with the turned flaps that of the conveyor belt.
18. In a folding machine, the combination
of the sheets, said rollers havingla periph

eral speed greater than the speed of said with a forming plate, an adjustable arm sup
porting the same, a conveyor belt working
conveyor belt.
_
11. The structure defined in claim 10 in adjacent to one face of said forming plate,
which said accelerating rollers are power a folding flange adjacent to one edge of said
driven and are yieldingly held in operative
position, the one klaterally offset from the
other.
`12.' In a folding machine, the combination
with sheet-feeding means, of sheet-folding
means comprising a forming plate along
which ther sheets are fed, -a spiral cam-acting

00

plate, an equalizing bar yieldingly and ad
justably connected to the receiving end of
said forming plate, and upper and lower

105

110

presser rolls journaled to the ends of said

equalizing bar and thereby yieldingly

pressed toward said conveyor belt.
19. The structure Adefined in claim 18 in
folding flange extended adjacent one edge of further combination with an adjustable stop
said forming plate, an equalizing bar yield mounted in a relatively fixed port and oper
ingly connected tothe upper end of said aïiiíle on the upper portion of said forming
vforming plate, and upper and >lower presser p a e.

_20. In a folding machine, the combination
bar and thereby yieldingly pressed against with a forming plate, a folding flange adja
cent to one edge thereof, a conveyor belt
the sheet.
' _
.
13. In a folding machine, the combination Working adjacent to one face of said forming
with sheet-feeding means, of sheet-folding plate, and a packing device receiving the
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rolls journaled at the ends of said equalizing

60
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folded sheets and comprising means for
` acting folding fîange extended along one rearwardly offsetting one side of lthe sheet
means: comprising ya forming plate, a cam

.65

edge of said forming plate, a conveyor belt beyond that of the other.
2l. In a folding machine, the combination
Working adjacent to one face of said form
ing plate, and an accelerating roll operative with a forming plate, a folding flange adja

130
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cent >to one' edge thereof, a conve or belt ldriven rollers, a belt running over one of
working adjacent to one face of sa1d form= said rollers and cooperating with the other

ing plate, and a packing device receiving the roller to buckle the intermediate portion of '

>folded sheets and comprising a plurality of
:belts and guiding and driving means there
for, all of saidl’b'elts being arranged to rear
wardly offset and Dress' the folded sheets, but
'the one belt being arranged to rearwardly

-the lower sheet and to produce a primary

' offset one side>ofl the sheets to a greater cX

operating roller and operative intermit
tently to lower and raise the stack of sheets,

tent than the other sides thereof.

85

folding of the same, 'sheet-folding, means
receiving the- primarily folded sheet and
operative to further fold the same, and
means timed in respect to said belt and co

22. In a folding machine, means for hold respectively,- to start and stop the action of
n ing a stack of sheets, reversely acting fric said belt.
f
'
tional feed devicest operative on- the inter
25. In a folding machine, means for hold
mediate portion of thel bottom sheet to ing a ~stack of sheets, adjacent _reversely
buckle and produce a .fold in the same, and driven rollers, a belt runmng over one of „

means for intermittently lowering and rais said rollers and cooperating with the other
Á ing the stack of sheets, respectively, to start roller to buckle the lntermediate portion of
and stop theaction of` said frictional ,feed the lower sheet and to produce a primary
devices.
1 >
.
Y
folding of the same, a conveyor belt and
23. In a folding machine, means for hold guide pulleys therefor, and cooperating sec
'_ ing »a stack of sheets„reversely driven rollers, o?dary sheet-folding means, a cam carried>
a belt running over'one of said rollers and by one of said conveyor-belt-guiding rollers,
cooperating with the vother roller to buckle and a vertically movable device engageable

~ the intermediate portion of the lower sheet with the bottom of the stack of sheets and

and- to produce a primary fold in the same, subject to said cam, said cam operating to
and meansfor automatically and intermit lower and raise the stack of sheets, respec

tently lowering and raising the stack of tively, to start and stop the frictional action
sheets, respectively, to start and stop lthe of said first noted belt.
frictional action of said belt.

24. In a folding machine, means for hold- '

:ing> a stack of sheets, adjacent reversely

‘ In testimony whereof I afíix my signature.

virus A. BoKER.
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